Connecting the Laser assembly to your Avance Machine

One of the options for your Avance 1051C machine is a laser assembly which allows you to position your embroidery on any garment by confirming during the Contour trace where the embroidery will lay out. The laser assembly is an Option to purchase for your embroidery machine and does not come standard on the machine.

The connection site for the laser is found on the left side of your machine just under the thread base where your cones of thread will be seated.

Simply connect the power cable for your laser to the connection site and mount it to the Side of the Arm of the machine. The Laser Assembly has a magnetic base so it will hold fast to any metal surface.
To turn your laser on the machine must be powered ON and you will find the laser ON/OFF button on the right side of the machine.

Once the laser is lit up; you will want to position the laser beam onto the needle plate hole by adjusting the angle of it. If you cannot see the laser light, use a white piece of paper to see where the laser is currently focusing it and adjust it so that the laser shines directly into the needle plates hole.